
Calorimetry, behind TRD & before Muon measurement

Talks by Slawek Tkaczyk on the CMS Upgrade HGCAL under development

and by Eva Sicking on the CALICE Calorimeter development (designed for e+e- collliders)

Learnt the EM calorimeter useless behind TRD etc but hadron calorimeter essential.
Can measure Energy of single isolated multi-TeV π/K/p to a few % … 
Stochastic term ~ 1/√E negligible, constant term is to minimize.

E(cal) and p(track … if primary) need to match, background rejection.
Want high granularity “imaging” at the cm scale in x,y, z : 3D picture of the shower.
Enables any transverse and longitudinal leakage to be estimated.
Muons show straight non-showering tracks (to 1st order). Want deep enough to contain
most of showers (and muon detectors behind check leakage.





Eva Sicking

Extensive 10+ year programme developing “3D-imaging” calorimeters 

This example might
be just fine for us



Discard this part

Or just keep this



Test beam data and predictions

Highly granular 3D information

Details of 3D “shape” could (?) help correct
for side leakage (only on pipe side)





Tungsten Scintillator Calorimeter 2.5 – 3 m deep should be fine, and σ(E)/E ~ 5%   



Summary of Tracking and Calorimeter session

Precision tracking immediately behind (thin!) vacuum pipe window.
No field so straight tracks.
 x, y, dx/dz, dy/dz at z    σ(x,y) = 10 μm over 2m -> 5 μrad
Cf bend of 6.5 TeV proton ~ 1000 μrad

Projection of track back momentum dp/p < ~ 0.5% if from primary vertex.
Can be matched with energy from calorimeter if π/K/p
Background from showers in upstream pipe etc. can be reduced or even 
eliminated.

Probably silicon strips (low occupancy) in 3 orientations, or pixels, standard technology.
3D silicon rad hard, “edgeless” probably good solution. Not yet “off the shelf” but
being developed, by end 2016 could be standard. Non-3D is standard now. 
About 12 planes e.g. 4 triplets ? Two tracking stations on + and – sides, Area ~ 10cm x 10 cm.
Only ~ 0.2 m2, latch on to an order from the big experiments like CMS?

This could provide a level 1 trigger requiring a track through, and could even “look up”
px, py, pz or pT, pz if desired in simple fast trigger processor.

Reasonable ?



Muon Detectors

Why muons?
Muons can come from the primary collision in (prompt) pairs : μ+μ- … detect both.
Some acceptance for measuring both! What is it; to be calculated?
Drell-Yan pairs: q-qbar annihliation probes antiquarks at x < 10-7

Photo-production of J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ1,2,3 (γ + pomeron); γγ  μ+μ- (especially in AA)

Single muons from very short-lived heavy flavour (Q = charm or bottom) hadrons
+ Background  from π or K decay. Lifetimes very long: γcτ(π/K) at 2.8 TeV = 150/70 km

But we measure π and K spectra and know this well.
Background from upstream interactions in pipe, materials; tracking (& E) should eliminate this.

… also punch-through monitoring

Area should match calorimeters, so ~ 20 cm x 30 cm on each side.
Simply to require a crude “track” matching the upstream detectors (tracking + TRD)
Probably σ(x, y) ~ 5 mm is fine, and about 1 – 2m long*

There are many established technologies. This one (Dzero):
has ~ 2 cm “toblerone” bars with WLS fibers, can have 
SiPM at each end. Pulse height sharing  x coord.
3 views u,v,x at front and back of 1 – 2m space.

• All numbers just starting points for discussion, 
• system optimization.

But available length in z not tightly constrained (?). 





Much harsher environment , very high pile-up, energy density/25 ns, mechanical constraints,
Hard to access operation for ~ a decade.  A very big effort developing. $$$
SAS ~ test beam prototype.            “Maybe we could get one?”





Test beam modules : Hanging file design
Very versatile if flexibility desired (Can change configuration, insert special layers, etc.
Could be appropriate for SAS. Two support rails for each of the two modules.

A major complication for CMS is cooling, as
Calo in confined space.
SAS cooling probably simple: blow cold air.



Many studies shown for operation as EM Cal, but applicable to HAD cal also

Conclusion:
A good hadron calorimeter, compact (W?) to minimise lateral leakage can be
made in 2.5 – 3m of longitudinal space.

Sampling can be with scintillator tiles or bars, or silicon pads.
Readout of scintillator can be with PMTs or (now cheap and fast) SiPMs

As occupancy low, and know from tracking where charge particles enter,
Bars (e.g. 1cm x 20 cm x 5 mm) in an x-y or u-v-x layer arrangement.
>> Fewer channels for higher spatial resolution in projections.

CALORIMETRY for SAS can be done 


